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Mo4va4on:
• Par4culate ma:er is a concern for public health.
• To assist policy makers, it is important to connect
the chemical composi4on and severity of
par4culate pollu4on to its sources.
• Here we show how agricultural prac4ces,
livestock produc4on, and the use of nitrogen
fer4lizers impact near-surface air quality.

Mo4va4on:

Ø First step: A model that can
simulate the reac4ve
atmospheric nitrogen cycle

Model Systems including atmospheric gas and aerosol phase chemistry:
GISS climate model including gas phase chemistry (1)

MATRIX (2):
aerosol microphysics
(nuclea4on, condensa4on,
coagula4on)

EQSAM
(4)

OMA (3):
mass based aerosol
scheme (incl.
heterogeneous chemistry)

ISORROPIA
(5)
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EQSAM
(4)

How well do we simulate Secondary Inorganic Aerosols?

Mezuman et al., ACPD 2016

Evaluation

Time: 2000-2010
Loca4on: NH
Data: surface networks (EMEP, IMPROVE) and ﬂight campaigns*
WUSA

ARC

EU

*re-grid

and average according to the model’s corresponding grid box height
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Spa0al paBerns → regional perspec0ve
Surface NO3 2000-2010, (MATRIX EQSAM, OBS)
Western USA = WUSA

Eastern USA = EUSA

European Union = EU

NO3 2000-2010
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NO3 seasonality is captured in EUSA, EU
Underes0ma0on, especially in
summer

WUSA

Surface EUSA

Surface EU

EU
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Good agreement in EUSA, EU
(surface 2000-2010)
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Ø Regional clusters
Ø High correla0on in same regions
Ø Bias low in most regions
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NH4 and NO3 behavior
In polluted regions
underes0ma0on is consistent
with surface behavior

dashed = σ
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Summary of evalua0on study:
-

Secondary inorganic aerosol mass, ammonium, nitrate and sulfate are all
underes4mated in all model conﬁgura4ons.
Biases are more deﬁned by region, than by model conﬁgura4on.
Correla4on coeﬃcients are high for all species.
For more details, and ideas how to improve models, please discuss with Keren
and see her poster.

Relevance for agricultural emission study:
-

With the previous study we iden4ﬁed MATRIX-ISORROPIA to give the best SIA
simula4on, thus we will use that version for this study.
We actually used all versions for this study and got similar results.
Overall surface (air pollu4on) nitrate concentra4ons are underes4mated, thus
the following results will be biased low.

Atmospheric aerosol pollu0on caused by
world food cul0va0on
Short - Lived Species
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Aerosol and Ozone precursor
emission:
Animal manure and
synthe4c fer4lizers leads to
emission of ammonia (NH3).
Agricultural prac4ces
including waste burning,
produce CO, NOx,VOC’s, SO2,
NOx, BC and OC.

2/3

Annual mean total PM2.5 concentra4ons in µg/m3.
(NAT = natural, ANT = anthropogenic without agricultural, AGR = agricultural sources)

Dominant contributor to PM2.5 concentra4ons with respect to natural, anthropogenic (without
agriculture), and agricultural sources. Areas with PM2.5 concentra4ons below 3 µg/m3 are white
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The next largest anthropogenic source category is agriculture aerosols are five times more toxic, RCO increases from 31% t
AGR), contributing one-fifth; however, this reduces significantly of global air pollution mortality. If, on the other hand, we assum
under the assumption of differential particle toxicity. The successive RCO does not contribute to IHD mortality, this fraction decrease
principal anthropogenic categories are power generation (PG), indus- 31% to 26% (Methods).
ry (IND), biomass burning (BB) and land traffic (TRA), and taken
Agriculture (AGR) has a remarkably large impact on PM2.5,
Mortality
linked
to
outdoor
air pollu0on in 2010.
ogether they cause nearly one-third of all air pollution mortality. If the leading source category in Europe, Russia, Turkey, Korea, Jap
Lelieveld,
Nature
2015. USA (Fig. 2). In many European countries, its contri
arbonaceous particles are five times more toxic than
sulfates and
the Eastern
nitrates, these sources together account for
one-quarter
of the mortalis 40%
higher.
releases of ammonia (NH3)
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Figure 1 | Mortality
linked to outdoor
air pollution
in 2010.
Units
mortality,
per area of interval
100 km 3 100
km (colour coded).
In the white areas,
Air pollu4on,
mostly
by PM2.5,
leads
toof3.3
(95%deaths
conﬁdence
1.61–4.81)
million
mean PM2.5 and O3 are below the concentration–response thresholds where no excess mortality is expected.

premature deaths per year worldwide.
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How will the future look like?

RCP8.5
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Dominant contributor to PM2.5 concentra0ons with respect to natural,
anthropogenic (without agriculture), and agricultural sources.
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Percentage diﬀerences in emission ﬂuxes (%) between 2010
and 2100 for (middle) NOx and (right) NH3.
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Regional means of PM2.5 from the agricultural sector (green), and nonagricultural anthropogenic sector
(red), for the base run and the experiments with reduc0ons in anthropogenic NOx emissions, agricultural NH3
emissions, and a combina0on of both by 20%, 40%, and 60%, respec0vely. Percentage changes for regional
means (dashed lines) and maximum reduc4ons per region (solid lines) are shown for PM2.5 (blues) and surface
ozone (yellow, orange) concentra4ons.
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Aerosol forcings in rela4on to GHG forcings
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Long - Lived Species
GHG emissions form Agriculture:
Ø

Soil management, use of fer4lizers, leads to emission of nitrous oxide (N2O).

Ø

Livestock, especially ca:le, and rice produc4on produces methane (CH4)

Ø

Manure from livestock and agricultural waste burning produce CH4, N2O and
CO2 emissions.

GHG from Agriculture:
CO2 (21%–25% of total CO2 emissions) from fossil fuels used on farms, but mainly
from deforesta4on and shiving pa:erns of cul4va4on;
CH4 (55%–60% of total CH4 emissions) from rice paddies, land use change, biomass
burning, enteric fermenta4on, animal wastes;
N2O (65%–80% of total N2O emissions) mainly from nitrogenous fer4lizers on
cul4vated soils and animal wastes (OECD, 1998)
Reference: Van Vuuren et al. 2011, ICCP 5th Assessment Report

Conclusion
• Today: Agricultural emissions contribute to PM Anthropogenic enhanced
pollution, and dominate over all other
agricultural air pollution
anthropogenic sources in wide regions over the
US, Europe and Asia.
Agricultural Air Pollution is still a
• Future: More Nitrate aerosol in the atmosphere ‘developed’ country problem:
but less at the surface. Thus less of an issue for Currently, Air Pollution in the
air quality. Aerosol forcing by the end of the
Netherlands reduced life
century will be dominated by aerosols from
expectancy by 1 year!
agriculture.
• Future: Agriculture contributes currently to over
20% of global anthropogenic greenhouse gas
emissions. Increasing world population will
increase the importance of GHG released by
agriculture.

The choice of food production
practices can be a problem or part
of a solution in addressing climate
change.
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Veggies for
Dinner?

Why do I
work with
vegans?

THANK YOU!!!

